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The problem of radial flow of heat in two concentric spheres has been 
solved in this paper and the temperatures in different regions of the 
spheres have been obtained. Operational method has been used to 
solve the basic equations. The problem is discussed for the particular 
cases Avhen
i) the difference of radii is not small,
ii) the difference of radii is small.
INTBODTJOTION
In solving the general problem of heat flow in two composite spheres we mate 
the following assumptions :
1) The surface and initial conditions are such that the isothermal surfaces 
are concentric spheres,
2) The media in the two regions are isotropic as regards conductivity, 
density and specific heat,
3) We neglect the loss of heat in our calculations,
4) There is no contact resistance at r =  a.
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Radial flow of heat in two concentric spheres
Symbols Used
Wo write v^ , pi, and for the temperature, conductivity, density, 
specific heat- and diffusivity respectively, in the outer shell (a <  r <  b)and in 
the inner core (0 <  r <  a) the corresponding quantities are Vg, fcgi Pn Ca> 2^ 
Let I =  b — a ,  the difference of the radii of two spheres,
r, the variable 00-ordinate^
F, the temperature of the sphere at r =  6, 
t, variable time,
D =  ^  the operator 
dt ,
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M a t h e m a t ic a l  S o l u t io n  o r  t h e  P e o b lb m
In the case of heat flow in the spheres when the initial and surface conditions 
are sucli that the isothermal surfaces are concentric sj>heres and the temperature 
thus depends only on r and t, the equations to be solved are
^^ 1 7. / I 2 dvi \ ^  ^  I X ^  A
I t  37 ) ’
l f = M ' 3 . ^ + 7  ^  j ’ 0 < r < a , t > 0
Writing =  v^ r and =  v^ r, the equations (1) and (2) reduce to 
1 du.  ^ ^ ^ i\
d - r - - \  - I T  = ® ’ ‘ > 0
dr^  /lo dt =  0, o <  r <  a, i >  0.
( 1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
For the composite spheres, with initial temperature zero and r =  6, kept at constant 
temperature V for  ^>  0, the equations (3) and (4) in operational form reduce to
: 0
~q^u^ =  0
(5)
( 6)
Mahore
As the rates of heat conduction at r =  a arc equal from both the sides, the 
boundary conditions are
at r =  a, t >  0dr dr ... (7)
— ‘O2 at r =  a, t >  0. ... (8)
The solutions of equations (5) and (6) are given by
Ui =  Ai cosh Sir+^Bi siidi QjT ... (9)
2^2 =  cosh ffar+-Di sinh q^ r ... (10)
whe^ re Aj^ , and are arbitrary constants.
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Evaluating the arbitrary coustantB from equations (7) and (8), the equations 
(9) and (10) turn out to be,
_  ^  oosh gi(r—a)+o‘ sinh gi(r—g)
 ^ r r cosh q^-\-(T sinh
hV sinh q^r
where
r sinh g2®(oosh qyl-\-a sinh q^ l) 
_  aq^ k^ , coth {q^)—{k^~k^
(11)
( 12)
(13)aq^ k^
Now two cases will be discussed :
Case—I
When a is large coth(g'2a)-> 1 then tr from (13) becomes 
O’ =  tr' =  i \ * ^2~^i _
\ I
Neglecting which is small, o- =  o-' =  /  ) * is a constant. So m =aqjk  ^ \ k^iCi }
is also a constant.
0-+1
Then operational solutions of equations (11) and (12) turn out as
o, =  ^  . r  (m)» [erfo({(2»+l)«-(r-o)}/2(Ait)»)-m  erfo ({(27i+l)J+(»—o)} 
r n-o
2 67 S (m)« erfo({(2n+l)2+6(a-r)}/2(60*)-r(l+(r) n=o
The temperature gradient at the, outer shell is found to be
( W  )r .„  =  ( -2
(14)
(16)
(16)” (^ =  -T + (ik ?  (“S* ))•
For large values of time the exponential in equation (17) may be replaced by 
unity and we have
=. ^ I- ^  Z _^ 2 ^ V
6 ~  (tt^ iO* \ I
(18)
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Tlio same result of tomporaturo gradient is obtained by Oarslaw & Jaeger 
(1959) in composite solids and by Ghosh & Bhattacharya (1970) in the case of 
linear flow of heat in semi-infinite finite solid, other than the correction term 
— Vjb wliich is very small.
Case—II
When a is large and I is small i,e., when a thin splmrical shell of some material 
is attached with it, expanding and retaining upto the first power of ?, we have from 
equation (12)
V r l+fr/f/i
wbere w -- — a constant. 
knl
exp{—f/a(rfc—r)}
q.,-)rw ' ... (19)
The operational solution of equation (19) is given by 
™ ^  [orfo {{a—r)j2{h2t)^{—Gxi){w{a—r)-\-h2tw^ }
X crfc{(a—r)/2(^20H-M’(M)^}]- (20)
The equation (20) is computed by using the following data : The material 
of the spherical fdm is cork of conductivity — 0.0001 and diffusivity =
0. 0014. The second material is taken to be copper whoso conductivity =  0.93 
and diffusivity — 1.14. The temperaturo is calculated in the specimen at 
different distances of {a—r) — 10 and 100 ems after one hour when the tem­
peraturo is assumed to be steady and the value of a — 10® oms
Two theoretical graphs aici drawn from equation (20) : {i) Thickness of the
s])hcrical shell va’ temperature in figure 1; (u) Distance vs temperature in figui*o 2.
The nature of l.he graph in figure 1 is the same as obtained by Ghosh & 
Bhattacharya (1970). Tt is evident from the figure 1 that at a given value of 
(a—?) increasing the film thickness decreases the value of temperature. At low 
value of thickness, the temperature raiiidly falls to a lower value.
From figure 2 it is evident that at largo shell thickness the temperature in 
the inner core is afflicted slightly but at small shell thickness the temperature 
distribution in the inner core is very prominent. But for large value of {a—r)
1. e., in the neighbourhood of the central core the temperature distribution is 
only slightly affected by shell thicloiess.
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1. Tlio iliirknOHS of iho splioncal hIjoU I in cm ih ])Iolipd againsti tlio tomporaturo 
v J V  for dilferoni values of (a~r), e g  (a — r) ^  Idem, and {a — r) — 100 cm.
l^ ’jgiiro 2. The distance (a—r) in cm is plotted against the temperature v^lV for different 
values of I, e .g . ,  I =  0.05 cm, I == 0.1 cm, 1 =  0 2  c m , I =  0.4 nm. and I “  0.8 cm.
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The equation (20) gives approximately the temperature at any depth in the 
region 0 <  a: <  a bounded either by a thin spherical film or a film of finite thick­
ness having definite thermal capacity.
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